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Abstract: In this paper, pH-responsive nanocarriers based on mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSN) modified with the

pH-sensitive polymer: poly(N,N-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate) (PDMAEMA) were constructed, characterized and

tested to evaluate their efficacy as drug delivery systems (DDS). The hybrid nanocarriers were synthesized successfully

via a simultaneous copolymerization reaction between two monomers; 2-dimethylamino-ethylmethacrylate (DMAEMA)

and 3-methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (MPS) within the mesopores of MSN. Exploiting the polymerizable moiety

of MPS together with its alkoxysilane moity susceptible to condensation with silanols surface onto silica, MPS comono-

mer can act as a bridge for yielding a robust and simple hybrid consisting of MSN-P(DMAEMA-co-MPS). In addition,

the grafted PDMAEMA serves as efficient gatekeeper to adjust the encapsulation and in vitro release of cargos loaded

inside the pores by altering pH values of the medium. These hybrid nanoparticles showed a high loading capacity with

quick release in acidic pH, which exists mainly in the diseases environments e.g. inflammatory and cancerous sites.

Keywords: pH-responsive release, mesoporous silica nanoparticles, poly(N,N-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate), poly-

mer coating, controlled drug delivery.
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Introduction

Polymeric smart materials are very advantageous for lots of

applications, such as, dental restorations, viable artificial cell

walls, synthetic protocells, automotive exterior lamps, H2 pro-

duction, photocatalytic decomposition of organic dyes, waste-

water treatment, ion absorbance capacity, energy operations,

bone regeneration, cancer therapy, photothermal and photo-

dynamic effects.1-11 Recently, nanomaterials with size of 1-

1000 nm are necessary for drug delivery research area, since

the mentioned size is identical to that of a variety of biological

macromolecules, e.g. siRNA, DNA and proteins,12 leading to

high-quality and developed therapeutic drug delivery systems

(DDS). A promising example is MSN, which has been studied

extensively for bioscience purposes e.g. cell tracing, hyper-

thermia treatment, cancer therapy, cellular uptake, diagnosis as

well as MRI imaging, due to their nontoxicity, biocompat-

ibility, facility of surface functionalization and controllable

mesopore structures.13 In addition, MSN could be used alone

as stimuli-responsive drug/gene nanocontainers, or together

with some other nanomaterials such as gold nanorods, silver

nanoparticles, quantum dots or magnetic nanoparticles (with 4

basic structures including: core-shell structure, embedded

structure, rattle-type particles and magnetite “Fe3O4” capped

mSiO2) to further improve the corresponding properties and

applications.14,15 Multiple strategies of smart polymer delivery

systems such as chemical triggers,16 thermally induced

release,17 redox responsive reactions18 and magnetically ini-

tiated release19 were also anchored onto the amorphous surface

of silica particles to increase cargo loading along with mod-

ulating rate or period of cargo release processes. These poly-

mers can work as smart caps or gatekeepers and thus organize

the release of the encapsulated cargos inside the MSN pores.

The pH responsive polymers are very useful in treating various

diseases especially cancer tissues. It was found that, the pH of

cancer cells are often lower (i.e. more acidic) than that of the

neighboring normal cells because of the high rates of gly-

colysis process in tumor cells.20 Hong et al. coated poly(acrylic

acid) (PAA) onto the surface of MSN through RAFT polym-

erization technique, yielding a nanodevice consisting of a pH-

responsive PAA nanoshell as a smart nanovalve and MSN as

guest nanocarriers.21 Recently, Zhang and co-workers studied

the controlled release of cargos from mesoporous silica

nanoparticles via the pH-sensitive poly(2-(diethylamino)-ethyl

methacrylate) (PDEAEMA) via surface-initiated ATRP.22 The

methyl analogue: poly(N,N-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate)

(PDMAEMA) was demonstrated as a very hydrophobic or

rarely water-soluble at both alkaline or neutral pH with

uncharged collapsed chains, whereas it converts into a weak

cationic polyelectrolyte in acidic solution with high solubil-

Scheme 1. Synthetic route of grafting P(DMAEMA-co-MPS) on MSN surface, followed by drug loading and release process. The steps

including: bare MSN (A); P(DMAEMA-co-MPS)-coated MSN hybrid (B); DOX-loaded hybrid (C); DOX-released hybrid (D).
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ities, protonated chains, and extended conformations.23 In this

context, we designed a facile approach to attach the pH-sen-

sitive gatekeeper PDMAEMA with the silicon derivative poly-

mer PMPS onto the surface of MSN using a simple one-step

condensation and polymerization reaction. The obtained nano-

system has been characterized via several methods to evidence

a successful synthesis. The release behavior of doxorubicin

(DOX) as an antitumor drug from this nanocontainer was

investigated at three chosen pHs and the results demonstrated

that the drug could be simply loaded into the interior pores of

MSN, then followed by on–off controlled release behavior

according to pH changes (Scheme 1). This work therefore

explains a significant consideration for the suitable choice of

MSN with functionalized polymers on them for the potential

applications in the targeted synthesis of pH DDS.

Experimental

Materials and Reagents. All chemicals expressed in the

preparation processes including reagents and solvents were

supplied by Sigma-Aldrich and they were with analytical

grade of purity so used as received except DMAEMA and

MPS monomers. The liquid monomers were purified by pass-

ing them through an alumina column for inhibitors removing,

then exposed to vacuum distillation. The aqueous solutions

were obtained through Milli-Q water.

Characterization Methods. UV-Visible absorption spectra

with a scanning range from 200 to 900 nm were collected on

Lambda 750S spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer, USA). Trans-

mission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis was undertaken

on a JEM21400, using a LaB6 filament. Samples were

obtained by adding one droplet of nanoparticle solution

(0.1 mg/mL) on a carbon film coating copper grid and the

specimens were then dried in vacuum for one day. Zeta poten-

tial analysis and size distribution (via dynamic light scattering

‘DLS’) for sample solutions (0.2 mg/mL, pH 6.8, 5.0 mM PBS

buffer) were carried out at 25 oC via a ZETASIZER Nano-

series instrument (Malvern Instrument, United Kingdom).

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) analysis was obtained via

Nicolet Nexus-440 FTIR spectrometer. The samples were

mixed with solid KBr which used also as the background

(≈3 mg sample per 400 mg) and then spectra were scanned

over a range of 450-4000 cm−1.

Preparation of Experimental Materials. Preparation of

P(DMAEMA-co-MPS)-coated MSN Hybrid: First, MCM-

41-like nanoparticles were prepared by the previously reported

literature.24 Subsequently, 70 mg of the obtained materials

were transferred into a three neck round bottom flask and

dissolved via sonication in 5 mL ethanol solution containing

17.5 mg of DMAEMA, 1.38 mg of MPS and 0.6 mg of AIBN

at 25 °C for 20 min. The polymerization flask was flushed with

Ar before sealing and heating at 70±1 °C. After 18 h, the

polymerization was stopped through exposing to air, then the

hybrid was washed by pure water two times and obtained after

freeze drying for 24 h.25,26

Drug Loading Experiments27
: DOX as model drug was

chosen for loading experiments. Briefly, the obtained hybrid

and DOX were dispersed under overnight magnetic stirring in

10 mL of buffer solution (2 mM, pH 5.2) at room temperature

in the dark. The DOX hybrid (DOX@hybrid) was collected by

centrifugation at 8000 rpm for 15 min using ultra-pure water

(pH 6.998) followed by washing two times with PBS buffer

solution (pH 7.5) to eliminate any adsorbed Dox molecules at

the surface of the hybrid (Scheme 1, step B–C). The DOX

loading was detected by UV–visible spectra through moni-

toring the absorbance at 480 nm. A similar way was used for

bare MSN to produce DOX@MSN. The drug loading content

(DLC) was estimated according to eq. (1).

DLC (%) = ×100 (1)

In Vitro Drug Release Experiments: The in vitro drug

release experiments for DOX@hybrid were performed in

phosphate buffer saline (PBS) solution at pH 5.2, 6.4 and 7.5

(which is the storage pH of the used drug), respectively at

25 oC. The release behaviors were obtained by detecting the

absorbance peak of DOX at 480 nm at given time periods. In

general, all experiments were carried out three times and the

average values were plotted. After drug loading processes, the

release content (RC) was estimated according to eq. (2) as fol-

low:

RC (%) = ×100 

(2)

Results and Discussion

Synthesis and Characterization of P(DMAEMA-co-

MPS)-coated MSN Hybrid. First, MSN was prepared as a

precursor for the hybrid formation. The morphological analysis

of the prepared MSN, obtained via transmission electron

microscope (TEM), indicates well spherical shaped nanopar-

weight of loaded DOX 

weight of DOX@hybrid or DOX@MSN

Conc.of released drug in medium

Conc.of DOX in DOX@hybrid or DOX@MSN  
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ticles with uniform existence (Figure 1A). The average particle

size was around ~80 nm according to size distribution mea-

surements (Figure 1B). In addition, the average size of MSN

was calculated by DLS and noticed to be about 78.8 nm, which

was close to that obtained from TEM. Also, from the DLS

analysis (Figure 1C), there was an observed increase in the

hydrodynamic diameter from 78.8 to 122.4 nm after conju-

gating the copolymer layer onto the silica surface, which indi-

cates a successful silica-coating with the polymeric shell.

The structural analysis and surface chemistry of either MSN

before or after modification with the copolymer layer to form

P(DMAEMA-co-MPS)-coated MSN hybrid, were confirmed

by several techniques, such as FTIR analysis, UV-visible

spectra and zeta potential (ζ) measurements. As revealed by

FTIR spectra (Figure 2(a)), the existence of absorption bands

at 1085 and 797 cm-1 that related to stretching and bending

vibrations of Si-O, respectively, was observed in all synthesized

silica samples, whether before or after the modification

process, confirming the presence of silica framework.28 More

particular, MSN-CTAB had the typical aliphatic C-H

stretching vibrations at 2925 and 2854 cm-1 together with C-H

bending vibration at 1469 cm-1. After CTAB removal in order

to construct MSN, two characteristic O-H peaks derived from

silanol groups (Si-OH) were generated at 3452 and 1630 cm-1

for stretching and bending vibrations, respectively, with

obvious reducing in C-H peak intensities, indicating a

successful removing of that surfactant.29 Compared with the

FTIR spectrum of MSN, a new peak was detected at 1731 cm-1

within the FTIR spectrum of the final hybrid, related to the

stretching vibration of a newly formed ester group, while the

C–H peaks were appeared again at 2923, 2853, and 1464 cm-1.30

These results thence prove the successful anchoring of the

copolymer on MSN. The corresponding chemical structures of

MSN-CTAB, MSN and MSN-P (DMAEMA-co-MPS) were

represented in Figure 2(b).

Furthermore and from Figure 3, ζ decreases gradually by pH

Figure 1. (A) TEM image of the prepared MSN with scale bare of 200 nm; (B) its corresponding particle size distribution plot (the median

value and standard deviation were calculated by fitting Gaussian to the histogram); (C) size distributions of bare MSN (red) & polymer@MSN

hybrid (green) in 5.0 mM PBS buffer solution (pH 6.8) determined by DLS, where hydrodynamic diameter were 78.8 nm and 122.4 nm,

respectively.
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increasing. This could be attributed to the tertiary amine

groups in PDMAEMA in which low pH media can acquire a

proton and the polymer follows the coil soluble structure,

whereas in high pH media it collapses into insoluble case

because of the hydrophobic interaction between such poly-

meric chains. From the ζ (pH) function, the critical pH of

PDMAEMA to close the mesopores was found to be around

pH 7.21 which is still less than human blood environment (pH

7.4). This means that in case of the system will be used as a

smart drug delivery container, the release of hybrid encapsulated

DOX can be triggered only when reaching the pathological

sites where the pH is weakly acidic (Scheme 1, steps B–D).

In addition, Figure 4 demonstrates that no UV absorbance

for whether bare MSN or its corresponding hybrid containing

the copolymer layer as there is no observed conjugation within

these moieties, which reflects the successful synthesis.31-33 By

contrast, when the hybrid thereafter incorporated with DOX to

yield DOX@hybrid, it gives a significant new peak at 480 nm

which is still lower intensity than the pure DOX peak, indi-

cating a successful encapsulation process of this drug within

MSN pores.

pH Controlled Loading & Release Results. First, different

concentrations ranging from 0.0005 to 0.1 mg.mL-1 of DOX

were measured via UV-Vis spectrophotometer at 480 nm

(Figure 5(a)), then the corresponding linear calibration curve

for such concentrations was obtained consistently (with a

pretty good R2 value) for the detection of DOX amounts loaded

in both DOX@MSN or DOX@hybrid as shown in Figure 5(b).

The drug loading content (DLC) for DOX@hybrid was 18.6 ±

0.3%, which is bigger than most functionalized-MSN studies

(less than 10%), while DLC for DOX@MSN was much

higher (around 23.8 ± 0.2%). This could be attributed to the

fact that MSN without anchored extended polymer chains

could have less hindrance to encapsulate guest molecules like

DOX here in this study. The more extended polymer chains

could decrease the loaded drug consistently in the polymeric

silica particles.

The results showed that, the release of DOX@MSN (with-

Figure 2. (a) FTIR spectra of MSN-CTAB, MSN and MSN-

P(DMAEMA-co-MPS) nanoparticles; (b) chemical structures of

MSN-CTAB ‘1’, MSN ‘2’ and MSN-P(DMAEMA-co-MPS) ‘3’.

Figure 3. Zeta potential values obtained from pH-dependent parti-

cle experiments for as-synthesized polymer@MSN hybrid.

Figure 4. The normalized UV-vis spectra for bare MSN, poly-

mer@MSN hybrid, DOX@hybrid and free DOX. 
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out polymers) at three different pH values was somewhat pH

dependent, because of the presence of silanol groups on the

external surface of MSN that can be affected with pH changes

as indicated in Figure 6. However, the release process related

to this system was still very small without good control and no

clear difference between the three pH values (although it was

a little bit higher in acidic medium than the neutral one).

On the other hand, the anchored copolymer can act as a

smart cap for the acid-triggered release of DOX from silica

pores at the same pH values and consequently provide a more

clearly pH-dependent system. As illustrated in Figure 7, only

14% of conjugated DOX was released from the DOX@hybrid

after incubation for one day at pH 7.5, suggesting that lots of

DOX molecules were still covalently conjugated within the

nanocontainers. By contrast, the released amount of DOX dra-

matically reached 48% and 73% at pH 6.4 and 5.2 during the

same number of hours, respectively. Therefore, such pH

response for these polymeric nanomaterials can trigger the pro-

grammed release of encapsulated payloads in a successful way,

especially in weak acidic environment, which is a key role for

intracellular antitumor efficacy.

Conclusions

In this study, pH-responsive mesoporous silica nanoparticles

based on MPS and DMAEMA monomers were successfully

prepared via a simple one-step reaction. A series of char-

Figure 5. UV-vis absorption spectra of DOX in Milli-Q water at

different concentrations (a); the resultant calibration curve based on

plotting the absorbance at 480 nm against the concentration of DOX

(b).

Figure 6. In vitro pH-dependent release profiles for DOX@MSN

under three different pH conditions.

Figure 7. In vitro pH-dependent release profiles of DOX@hybrid at

three different pH conditions. 
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acterization methods were applied to confirm the structures of

obtained nanoparticles. The results showed that, the anchored

copolymers can act as smart caps for the on-off triggered

release of DOX at three different pH values. Moreover, the in

vitro drug release tests have been investigated at two different

techniques with the presence and the absence of the grafted

copolymers, leading to a clear difference in the released drug

profiles. Overall, such reverse pH release behavior can be

helpful in designing potent biopolymeric materials when a

continuous release of a drug is desired at low pH values e.g.

various tumors and inflammations.
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